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examine the value of place-names as evidence for the
examine the value of place-names as evidence for the history, landscape and language(s) of
your chosen area. rebecca gregory this corpus contains place-names from an area directly to
the south-east of nottingham, stretching as far as the lincolnshire and leicestershire borders.
this area is
place-names in thirteenth-century records - cmjk
place-names in thirteenth-century records richard cassidy and ben wild, kcl place-names are
seldom written out in full in thirteenth-century records. older editions, such as the rolls series,
expand these abbreviations, in a manner which must have relied largely on conjecture.
nottinghamshire routes and rides
nottinghamshire landscape, many places are recognisable in his work, though sometimes
place names are changed. wragby hall, home of sir clifford and lady chatterley in the novel, is
recognisable as teversal manor and the woodlands on the edge of hardwick hall estate, visible
from silverhill are where lady chatterley and mellors, her
survey of english place-names - university of nottingham
survey of english place-names the following are the published volumes of the survey of english
place-names, arranged in order of publication. for further information on the contents of each
xvii the place-names of nottinghamshire j. e. b. gover, allen mawer and f. m. stenton 1940 xviii
the place-names of middlesex, apart
forward, eleanor j. (2008) place-names of the whittlewood
place-names of the whittlewood area eleanor j. forward, ba thesis submitted to the university of
nottingham for the degree of doctor of philosophy september 2007
part one: landscape character descriptions 4
steeper slopes. place names like heather lee and moor top indicate this former habitat. patches
of ‘heathy' vegetation remain in the wooded hills & valleys, and occur locally in other parts of
the area. parkland is an important habitat in the coalfield estatelands and plateau estate
farmlands, but occurs as isolated features within
developing a field archaeology of outdoor assembly in
particular on place-name studies, field survey, and phenomenological approaches such as
viewshed, sound-mark and landscape character recording. we then outline how these sources
of data can effectively be brought together, and some general conclusions are drawn about the
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characteristics of outdoor assembly places. the
nottinghamshire, derbyshire and yorkshire coalfield - erewash
slopes. place names like heather lee and moor top indicate this former habitat. patches of
‘heathy’ vegetation remain in the wooded hills & valleys, and occur locally in other parts of the
area. parkland is an important habitat in the coalfield estatelands and plateau estate farmlands,
but occurs as isolated features within other landscape
a nottinghamshire bibliography v4
the place-names of nottinghamshire (english place-names soc, 17, 1940). the latest known
editions have been described, brief details only being given for earlier editions and for reprints
unless the latter were of unusual interest. a very few classic works such as lucy hutchinson's
newark & nottinghamshire agricultural society
and regulations of the newark & nottinghamshire agricultural society, which accordingly binds
all exhibitors and others will take place between 10.00am and 10.00pm on friday 10th may. all
exhibitors are asked to be in the lady eastwood engraving of winner’s names has been
discontinued and exhibitors are forbidden to have any cup or
transactions of the thoroton society of nottinghamshire
names of counties should normally appear in full, e.g. nottinghamshire, but in extensive
catalogues of place names may be abbreviated to e.g. notts, derbys, leics, lincs, etc. the
historical names of the counties should be used, ignoring the administrative changes of 1974
and the 1990s.
journal of the english place-name society bibliography
journal of the english place-name society 30, pp. 5–15. — (1998b), ‘liscard and irish names in
northern wirral’, journal of the en-glish place-name society 30, pp. 23–26. — (1998c), ‘merrow
and some related brittonic matters in surrey’, journal of the english place-name society 30, pp.
16–22.
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